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Three Major QUT Research Centres 
that do considerable work in transport
• Smart Transport Research Centre (STRC)
• International Laboratory for Air Quality and Health
• CARRS-Q (Faculty of Health)
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Smart Transport Research Centre
Address: GPO Box 2434,   Brisbane   QLD   4001   Australia
Phone:  + 617 3138 1143
Fax: + 617 3138 1170
Web: http://www.strc.qut.edu.au/
Contact person: 
Professor Edward Chung, STRC Director, Faculty of Built Environment and 
Engineering, QUT 
2 George Street, Brisbane QLD 4000 Australia
Email: strc@qut.edu.au
Phone: +617 3138 7437
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Mission
‘Smart Transport’ refers to the use of modelling, 
simulation and visualisation techniques and 
intelligent transport systems to optimise 
information, and maximise technology solutions for 
improved travel reliability and urban growth 
management strategies. 
By exploring Smart Transport solutions, researchers 
aim to improve existing infrastructure use and 
network efficiency, and grow multimodal network 
applications. 
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STRC Core Membership
• Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
• Queensland Government Department of Transport 
and Main Roads
• Queensland Motorways Limited 
• IBM
• Queensland Cyber Infrastructure Foundation
• Thales 
• Brisbane Airport Corporation
• Griffith University
• The University of Queensland
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STRC 
Core 
Technical 
Staff
Professor Edward Chung (Director) 
• Intelligent Transport Systems 
• Transportation systems modelling 
• Travel time predictions 
Dr Marc Miska
• Online traffic simulation 
• International Traffic Database Management and Development 
Dr Brian Lee 
• Co-operative Intelligent Transport Systems
• Traffic control and operation 
Dr Ashish Bhaskar
• Travel Time prediction 
• Traffic simulation 
• Traffic noise modelling 
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STRC 
Supporting 
Technical 
Staff
Professor Simon Washington 
• Travel behaviour
• Transport sustainability
• Transport systems safety
Associate Prof Jonathan Bunker
• Design and operations
Dr Zuduo Zheng
• Microscopic travel modelling
• Transport safety and behaviour modelling
Dr MD Mazharul Haque
• Transport safety and modeling
• Transport sustainability
Dr Kelly Zuniga
• Non motorized transport
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Focus Projects (1)
Simulation, Visualisation and Modelling Project – Brisbane Integrated Traffic Database  
 
This project will develop and operate a scalable framework of the Brisbane transport network that 
will include an integrated transport database (across the different road systems and operators), a real 
time traffic gateway to access real time and historical data records, a web service that provides test 
data to mobile services and offline and online simulation models that will provide a decision support 
facility to compare the effects of different traffic control strategies.  
The intelligence in the framework will have the capability to transfer to other transport network 
operations nationally and internationally. The release of the integrated traffic database with real time 
capability across the whole Brisbane network is scheduled for late 2013.  
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Focus Projects (2)
Real Time and Predictive Traveller Information Project  
 
This project will use the outcomes of the Brisbane integrated traffic database to provide real time 
and predictive travel time across the Brisbane network. For the first time in the world, accurate 
predictions of the state of the network thirty minutes out will be available. Key project elements 
include the development of predictive travel time algorithms, a pilot internet portal, a multi-modal 
trip planner and a prototype mobile phone application with accurate predictive travel times. 
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Focus Projects (2)
Managed Motorways Project  
 
This project will develop new and improved technologies to alleviate congestion on Australian motorways. Three key elements will include a 
sophisticated ramp metering algorithm with a system wide coordination system, an enhanced variable speed limit algorithm to achieve more reliable 
queue estimation and investigation of strategies for better management of queue spillback problems at the off ramp interchanges. This project will be 
completed by mid 2012 with the availability of ramp metering algorithms predicted by late 2011. There is already high interest in the improved 
algorithms from Queensland motorway operators.  
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International Laboratory for Air Quality and 
Health (ILAQH)
….since 1993
….until 2003, Environmental 
Aerosol Laboratory
….since 2004,
WHO Collaborating Centre
….multidsciplinary team of over 25
….state of the art facilities 
….part of IHBI
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Aims
 Comprehensive characterisation of indoor and 
outdoor air as well as pollution emission 
sources
 Integrated health and environmental risk 
assessment
 Scientific and technical basis for airborne 
pollution management and control
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Main strengths of the ILAQH
⇒ Advancement in nano/ultra fine particle 
research
⇒ Advancement in instrument handling 
and application
⇒ Breadth of research areas
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Collaboration with the WHO
In 2004 ILAQH obtained a designation as a 
WHO Collaborating Centre for Global Burden 
of Disease due to Air Pollution
Mission to Mongolia, August 2004
Mission to Laos, November 2004, August 2005 
Bonn 2005, 2006, 2008, 2009; Geneva 2010, 2011: WHO Guidelines
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Facilities
 Aerosol Laboratory
 Bioaerosol Facilities 
 Air Monitoring Station
 Organic and Inorganic Chemistry 
Laboratory
 Radioactive Aerosol Laboratory
 Filter Testing Rig
 Test room
 Electron Microscopy Facility
 Other
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Aerosol Laboratory - Instrumentation
APS
SMPS
UV APSTOF-MS
Test ChambersLung Deposition Set-up
VH-TDMAAE
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Other
 Vehicle emissions line
 Trailer for plum capture
 Barrel – aircraft testing
 Mobile Laboratory
 Stove – biomass burning
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Interdisciplinary approach within QUT
Faculty of Science & Technology
Physics
Chemistry 
Mathematical Sciences
Life Sciences
Faculty of Built 
Environment and 
Engineering
Design 
Engineering Systems 
Urban Development 
Faculty of Health
Public Health
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Collaboration with external organisations
ILAQH WHO
Tertiary and Research Australian
National Centre for Environmental 
Toxicology
Macquarie University 
CSIRO
Queensland Government
Environmental Protection Agency
Dept of Public Works     
Dept of Housing
Dept of Transport
Dept of Education, Training & Arts
Dept of Primary Industries
Dept of Natural Resources
Commonwealth 
Dept of Environment
Aust Safety & Compensation 
Council
Defence Science & Technology 
Organisation
Federal Office of Road Safety
Industry
Royal Children’s      
Hospital
Brisbane Airport Corp
Port of Brisbane
BP Oil
Tertiary and Research 
International 
University of Salzburg, Austria
Research Triangle Institute, USA
Fraunhofer Institute, Germany
University of Hong Kong, China
Insa de Lyon, France
University of Cassino, Italy
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Air Quality Lab: Some statistics
In the last five years:
⇒ 133 refereed publications 
⇒ 27 commercial research reports
⇒ 20 PhD completions
Over $8 million from competitive grants
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